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3.0 Objective of The Lesson

The objective of the present lesson is to impart knowledge of various techniques through

which requirement of Man Power can be fulfilled. In Other words knonring the methods of

appoinenting “RIGHT KIND OF HUMAN RESOURCE FOR RIGHT , JOB” is the objective

of the lesson.

3.1 Introduction

Right Man Power is the greatest asset of any organisation. Hence maximum emphasis

has been laid on the explanation of various methods/sources of recruitment, selection

placement, induction, socialisation, orientation etc.in this unit.

Unit – 3
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Comparative benefit of recruitment from internal Vs. external sources has also been

dealt with in the unit under reference.

3.2 Importance of The Topic

As already explained selecting “Right Man for the Right job” is the key of success

of any organisation. It is the men of  innovative, creative and constructive bent of mind who

ultimately prove to be the asset of the organisation as they innovate some tool, plant, machine,

process or raw material for production which leads to the minimisation of cost of production,

wastage and maximises the productivity of workers and thereby multiplies the profitability of

the firm.

3.3 Recruitment

1. The process of discovering sources of manpower to meet the requirement or the

staffing schedule for employment is known as recruitment.

2. In simple words recruitment is the process of searching for prospective employees

and stimulating them to apply for jobs in some organization.

Necessity of External Recruitment :

The necessity of external recruitment (that is recruitment from outside sources) is caused

due to the following reasons :-

1. The internal recruitment by way of promotion, transfer may not fulfil the requirement

of organization.

2. As the emergence of technological innovations, automation (computerization) and

introduction of new tools, plants, machines and methods of production quite newly

educated/trained Engineers may be required to be recruited.

3. Due to retirement, premature death, resignation and switching over to other places

requirement of additional manpower occurs.

3.4 Sources of Procurement

Following are the two main sources of supply of manpower :-

1. Internal Sources

2. External Sources

Internal sources as already explained as the present work force on the roll of the

company from among whom some of employees found suitable for handling the responsibilities

of higher position may be promoted to the post fallen vacant or from transferring some such

competent persons from other units of the company where they are in excess.
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But as the internal source may not be able to fulfil the entire vacancies the external

sources are taped.

1. Candidates having completed their education recently and are in the search of

job.

2. Candidates with requisite skill experience and expertise who are in the look of

better job opportunities employed on some other companies presently on lower

scale.

3. Those who have resigned from some other companies or retrenched or laid off

(temporarily un-employed) by some other companies and are in search of job.

4. Those who have been compulsorily retired from some companies in the name

V.R.S. (voluntary retired from service) due to automation/new technique introduced

in the company) but are quite experienced and still capable of performing if given

opportunity.

5. Those young/energetic personnel who have completed their minimum bond-period

in some company and are in the look of better job opportunities.

6. Those who have been removed from service by some foreign companies due to

recession/depression ¼eanh½  in their economy as in recent past many software Indian

engineers  were removed from U.S.A./U.K.

7. Those who have been turned un-employed due to closes of some company but

are quite capable of working.

Other potential sources of external sources include:-

8. Employment Exchanges

9. Placement agencies like naukari.com, A.F. Ferguan Associates, Datamatic Staffing

Service Ltd., Personnel search service, ABC Consultant etc.

10.MBA/PGDM/BBA students doing their summer internship in different companies.

11. Campus  selection  from  different  management and  computer engineering

Institutions for example N.I.Ts./R.I.Ts./Engineering Colleges/Institutes vocational/

professional courses.

12.Business Academies/Institutes setup by various companies like B.I.T., X.L.R.I., I.I.M.

Lal Bahadur Shashtri Institute of Management etc.

13.Various Universities, Colleges, Institutes imparting technical. vocational training

Institutes both/in public and private sectors.

14.  Internet/Websites of different placement agencies.

15.Advertisement published in various News papers, periodicals employment News
Job search etc.
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16.  Referral Groups

Many retired Managerial Rank holders/university professors/principals/H.O.Ds/

Placement Directors who have wide contact/knowledge of their students holding

higher positions.

17.Reference of Unions.

18.Their Trade Unions.

19.Many Associations, Federations confederation,/chambers/productivity council etc.

are the potential sources of receiving relevant informtion.

20.Wards of existing employees.

21.Deputation from other departments.

3.4(a) Methods of Recruitment

Followings are the methods/process of Recruitment:-

1. Advertising the post with requisite qualification educational and service experience,

age, gender, pay package, fringe benefits promotional opportunities.

2. Application Blank – to receive the applications.

3. Compile the bio-data/C.Vs. (curriculum Vite) of candidates (applicants).

4. Reject unqualified/overaged candidates or those applicants who are deficient in

any manner.

5. Call for written test.

6. Examine the answer sheets.

7. Call for those applicants who have passed in written examination for.

8. Group discussion and

9. Then for personal interview.

10.Total the marks obtained in group discussion personal interview.

11. Make the final panel (list) of successful candidates according to marks secured by

them that is MERIT LIST.

12.Check up the references and get the police verification done.

13.Then get the medical examination conducted.

14. Issue the appointment letter.

15.This is in general the method and process of recruitment.

Some of the organizations also conduct the following test after process vide serial 9

as mentioned above :-

1. Psychological test.

2. Attitudinal Survey (measurement).

3. Interpersonal (soft) skill.
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3.5 Definition of selection and selection process

Selection is the succeeding process of recruitment. The selection process involves a

series of steps which makes the hiring decision long and complex. It is a series of steps used

to decide who are recruited candidates who should be finally appointed.

In many organization personnel department, recruitment and selection are combined

and called employment function. In large organisations there are personnel departments where

the employment function is the responsibility of the Employment Manager.

In smaller organization Personnel Manager handles this duty.

It is because the selection process is vital for personnel management. If the Right man

for the right job is not selected the personnel department cannot achieve its target.

The selection process is a crucial, complex and continuing function for success of any

organization.

Selection Process :

As already explained selection process involves the following stages :-

1. Initial or preliminary interview.

2. Application bank.

3. Group discussion.

4. Testing the applicant.

5. Employment interview.

6. Psychological test.

7. Aptitude test.

8. Interpersonal skill test.

9. Attitudinal test

10.Verifying reference/Police verification.

11. Medical test.

12. Induction or orientation programme.

13.Socialisation of appointee.

3.6 Placement of (appointees) Human Resource

Placement simply means assigning the actual job for which he/she has been appointed.

Most of he organisations put the new appointees on probation for a specified period

during which he/she is deputed to different sections/departments/wings of the organization to

learn the various functions related to his/her position.
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If the candidate fails to come up to the expectation of the department concerned his/

her probation period is further extended till he/she picks up the job requitements to the full

satisfaction of his/her immediate boss.

It is technically known as “differential placement”.

During such period the appointees are put to cross functions (functions of different

section of the organization) to enable him/her to tackle any work as per demand of the situation.

On his/her being fully aware of his/her duties responsibilities/function he/she is placed

permanently for a particulars job best suited to his/her inclination/choice/expertise etc.

3.7 Induction & Socialisation

Induction or orientation programme of an organization is a process to make the newly
appointed persons familiar with their actual job/duties/responsibilities/code of conduct and
to introduce them to his/her bosses, colleagues and sub-ordinates.

Objectives of Inducton :

1. To introduce the employees with the mission, objectives, vision and goal of the
organization.

2. The past history, tradition, achievements, present position in the market and its
long term vision and mission.

3. Future challenges ahead.

4. Knowledge about the external environment of the company viz. competition in the
market, regulatory authority of government, cordial relationship with those authority
and law and order officers, infrastructural support-giving-authority etc.

5. To provide opportunity to interact with the managerial people of the organization.

6. To create a positive confidence into the mind of the emoployees about the
organization.

A good induction programme should contain the following :-

Organisation’s point of view :-

1. History, mission, vision, objective and philosophy of the organization.

2. The products, production process, operatives, involve, state of the art technology.

3. Firm’s past achievements, present status and its future growth plan.

4. Structure of the organization and functions of different sections/shops/wings regions,
zones, branches.

5. Delegation of authority and decision making process prevalent in the firm.

6. Personnel policy, production policy, quality control system, inspection waste

management disposal of industrial waste.
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7. Enviromental policy of the firm and its corporate social responsibility frame work
and budget allocation.

8. Job responsibility job description, job specification etc.

9. Firms expectations from new employees.

Employees Point of View  :

Followings are the points of view of employees :-

1. They want to know their actual job responsibilities.

2. Office procedures according to which they have to do.

3. Grievance settling procedures.

4. Salary and perks of theirs.

5. Service rules regulating hours of works and overtime allowance.

6. Rules governing probation, confirmation, promotion, transfer extension in service,

retirement.

7. Retiral benefits-gratuity, provident fund, encashment of earned leave and pension

rules etc.

8. Employee’s service and welfare activities, bonus, incentive bonus, profit sharing

bonus, all sorts of fringe benefits and allowances.

9. Employees participation in decision making through works-committee, suggestion

box, question box, trade unions.

10.Quality control and upgradation activities through quality control circles.

11. Compensation in case of accident, partial or full disability or service to the

employee’s dependent in case of death due to accident in work place.

12.Medical facilities to employees and their dependents through E.S.I. scheme.

13.Reward and recognition for extra ordinary performance of employee’s -monetary

and non-monetary rewards.

14.Rigid enforcement of provisions of factories Act. 1948.

15.Free supply of ½ litre of milk to the employees working in such store or workshop

from where poisonous gases like ammonia gas emitted from warmish, paints,

thinner, spirit, rubber godown, sulphuric or Nitric Acid godown etc.

16.Full objectivity, transparency and impartiality in their performance-evaluation and

promotion.

Steps in Induction Programme :

Followings are the three main steps involved in induction programme :-

1. General orientation.
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2. Specific orientation.

3. Follow up orientation.

General Orientation

This is generally a guided visit of different shops/of the sections/departments of an

organization and introducing the appointees to various supervisors/managers/colleagues/

brokers and tools, plants machinery of the organization.

– They are further made aware of the mission, vision, philosophy, aims and objectives

of the organization.

– In some of the organization some printed brochure is given to the appointees

containing all the aforementioned details of the organization. Such induction

programme is generally of one week duration.

– The main objective of such induction programme is to build up a sense of pride

and to create an intesest in the minds of the newly appointed person about the

organization.

2. Specific Orientation

In such orientation programmes generally the departmental boss takes the newly

appointed to his work place and acclamatize them with the working environment, available

technology facilities etc. of the organization and nature of job they have to perform.

They are made fully aware of what the organization expects from them, what target

they have to achieve.

3. Follow-up Orientation

After the lapse of the period of above mentioned orientation programmes generally

after 6 months’ period or so the follow-up orientation is done. Whereby it is tested whether the

candidates have duly grasped the things which they were subjected to during their induction

programme.

The objective of such prgramme is to impart necessary guidance and counsel to make

them fully aware of their target which they have to achieve and neccessary techniques how to

achieve them.

Employees’ Socialisation :

The sum total of all the things, which are imparted to the newly appointed employees,

during their induction/orientation period is the socialization.

Though socialization means many more than the above.

The modern organization being ever changing and dynamic the social section is

accordingly continuous process and needs updating.
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Famous sociologists like Robbins (1999) have identified the following 3 (three) distinct
stages of socialization as under :-

1. Pre arrival stage.

2. Encounter stage.

3. Metamorphosis stage.

1. Pre Arrival Stage

The persons come with certain values, attitude and expectations in any organization

that it is better to ask from him where about their perception of the organization before they

joined and what is their present perception after induction. Then to synchronise  his attitude,

perception expectation with the  organization.

2. Ecounter Stage

If this stage the earlier generated perception about the organization is reaffirmed

through a well-planned induction programme and any gap (difference) or doubt or

misconception in the mind of the appointee is removed and the employee is trained to be

loyal, committed and pro-organisation.

3. Metamorphosis Stage

At this stage the employee have developed the sense of belonging, ownness to the

organization and become contributor to the organizational goal. They have developed the

sense of devotion, dedication, commitment and sincerity. They are now the integral part of

the orgaisation.

Importance of Induction and Placement :

Proper induction, socialization and placement are as much important and significant

as recruitment and selection due to the following reasons :-

This phenomenon appears to contradic to each other but this is grim reality in India.

While the so called educated young generation has been facing unemployment due to

lack of their employability due to desired skill, expertise, experience and on have the one

hand and on the other the number and frequency of well skilled/trained/experienced young

workers are changing their job very frequently.

In recent-past/Tata concerns had to lose a few hundred of their young qualified/

experienced engineers who left en block (in a group) to join other companies.

It is due to the following reasons :-

1. The mobility of well-trained/experienced and technically qualified personnel has

been increased many times more than previous era due to availability of alternative

job-opportunity owing to the entry of Multi-National Corporations (M.N.Cs.) in India

which is facilitated by our policy of globalization, Liberalisation and privatization of

our economy in the name of Economic Reform.
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2. Emersgence (coming up) of Internet, website, e-mail, app. Smart phone, T.V. the

job advertisement available not only in India but in any country of the world is easily

available.

3. Online/telephonic internview has further facilitated the selection process and

appointment.

4. The main reason behind such mass scale turn over (changing job) is that firms fail

to infuse (inject) the sense of belonging/ownness/loyalty and commitment among

their employees through scienctifically arranged Induction and socialization

programmes.

5. Firm also neglect their talents by not providing them opportunities for frequent

promotion, increased fringe benefits (various allowances), training, retraining, higher

training by deploying them to various resorts, tourist places (with their spouse) and

arranging higher training at those places on company-cost.

6. Making them available latest video cassettes, authentic books, journals, magazines

to update and upgrade their technological knowledge and quench (satisfy) their

thirst of learning.

7. Companies also fail to motivate their excellent performers/achievers with due

reward/recognition out of turn promotion/special increments and felicitating then

publicly and publishing their photographs in in-house journals/news bulletins.

3.8 Summary of the unit

Recruitment, selection, induction, placement and socialization of Human Resource

(employees) are important phases for hiring man power from external sources.

Human Resource Planning (H.R.P.) based on Human Resource Policy helps us identify

the manpower requirement in view of corporate objectives and strategies.

After assessing the requirement of manpower we have to see how many of the vacant

posts can be filled in by internal mobility that is by transfer, promotion, re-deployment re-

structuring etc. Rest of the requirement to be filled in by external recruitment that is fresh (new)

appointment which has been called here “PROCUREMENT” or HIRING.

The stages of external hiring as mentioned above are recruitment, selection, induction,

placement, socialization etc.

At all these stages certain norms and rules are to be followed which has been dealt

with in this chapter (III).
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3.9 Questions for exercise

1. What do you mean by recruitment ? Explain important recruitment functions.

2. Describe briefly different types of internal and external recruitment.

3. Discuss the various steps involved in the selection process.

4. Explain objectives of induction programme. What are the different stages of

induction programme?

5. Write short notes on :-

(i) Placement.

(ii) Internal hiring.

(iii)Differential placement.

(iv) Probationary period.

(v) Encounter and metamorphosis stages of induction.

3.10 Suggested Readings

1. Management and Human Resource Development

By :- Kalyani, Iyer and Paranjape

2. Human Resource Planning.

By :- D.K. Bhattacharya

3. Human Resource Management.

By :- S.S. Khanna

4. A. Monappa and Mirza

By :- S.S. Yadin Personnel Management




